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Integration of CMEA CoUI1tries in the Field 

of Agriculture 

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance was established 

in 1949. at the meeting of representatives of· the People's Re

public of Bultria, Hungarian People's Republic, Polish People~ s 

Republic, Socialist Republic of Roumania, USSR and Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic. German Democratic Republic became a CME.A 

member in 1950, Mongolian People's Republic - in 1962, Cuba -

in 19?2 alld Socialist Republic of Viet-Nam joined the CMEA in 

19?8. 

Socialist Federal Republic of Jugoslavija participates in 

CMEA activities, Korean People's Demo·cratic Republic takes part 

in- the CMEA work having the status of all observer. Agreements 

about co-operation with CMEA countries have been recently 

sighed by Finland, Irall and Mexico. 

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance is the principal 

and the most universal international organization of socialist 

countries. It is the first and the most important link in the 

organizational structure of the economic integration management 

as a whole and agro-industrial integration in particular. 

The Council's Executive Committee .with the Council's Secre

tariate, is subordinate to CMEA sessions. The CMEA. Executive 

Committee has the Coucil' s Committee on cooperation in the 

f.ield of planning activities, Council's Committee on scientific 

and technical cooperatio~ and the Council.'- s Co~ ttee on coope~ 

ration·:-in the fiel.d of material and technical supply. 
-,_ ·-,._"': 

; ... - . -~- ~ -... --._ . 

.. ·--. ·-·· .. : ...... . --~-. -· .; 
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Permanent branch commissions established within the CME.A 

framework are focussing their activities on planning - coordi

nation objectives. 

Among numerous permanent Commissions the Permanent Agri

cultural Commission has been established too. 

The CMEA countries made it their aim to unite and direct 

their efforts in.order to provide the planned development of the 

people's economy, acceleration of the economic and technical 

progress, permanent increase of ·1abour performance and the 

steady rise of the well-being of the people. 
I 
I 

The Comprehensive Program for further deepening and per

fecting the cooperation and development of socialist economic 

integration of the CMEA. countries which was approved at the 

XXV-th CMEA session (July, 1971) is of great international 

importance because it outlines the course of the further acce

lerated development of the socialist economy. The Comprehensive 

Program specially stresses the interconnection of the coordina

tion of plans and of the joint planning. The Program puts 

forward.fUI1damental principles of the economic integration of 

these countries, covering the field of agricul:bure as well. 

Basing ori common economic objectives within .the CME.A 

framework there are gradually forming new· cooperation guide

lines in the agricultural production too, stimulating the 

formation of the ecoD.omic mechanism of the cooperation, the 

fundamental element :of"· ·which comes to. the pJ anniDg-coordina~ 

tion activity. 
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According to the Comprehensive ProgJ:"am the cooperation 
. . r 

in the field of the planning activity and especially the~oor-
,. 

dination of plans.is the ma.ill method of the organization of 

the cooperation and the deepening of the international socialist 

division of labpur. 

The Comprehensive Program makes provision for the working 

out of prognoses of the development of the demand and production 

of numerous products of agriculture and food industry for the 

period till 1985 to make use of them as principal criteria for 

the elaboration of· measures ·aimed at the coordination of pers

pective plans of the development of these br~ches, extension of 

the cooperation, increase of the mutual supply of agricultural 

products. 

The long-term purposeful p~ograms of the cooperation (LP:PC) 

in the field of energy, fuel and raw material, agriculture and 

food industry, machine buildiilg for the period till 1990 were 

approved at the current XXXII-th meeting of the session of the 

Coµncil for Mutual.Economic Assistance held from the 2?-th to 

-the 29-th of Julm, 1978 in B u.chaxe st. 

The programs approved by the session were worked out in accor 

dance with the decisions of commtlllist· and workers• parties of the 

CMEA countries and are a new important step to the implementation 

of the Com:pr~hensive Prmgram for the further deepening and per-
-

feating the cooperation and development of socialist economic 

integration of the CMEA countries. 

The long-term purposeful:: program of the. cooperation in 

the field of agriculture and food industry makes provision for 
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the working out of cooperated measures aimed at the intensive 

development of the production of grain, animal products and 

other principal agricultural products in each CME.A country, 

strenghthening of the feed and fodder base, development of 

the production of protein feeds. 

The more efficient use of favourable natural conditions 

·of the CME.A. countries enabled them to make provisions-for the 

extension of the production and mutual supplies of a number 

of agricultural and food industry products. 

Measures are planned to be carried out for the further 

mechanization and chemizat:i.on of agricultural production, for 

the development of the material and technical base of food 

industry. 

Possibilities of cooperation will be used more widely 

for the development of promising varieties of farm crops and 

high - productive breeds of· farm animals, for the working out 

of up-to-date technological processes in food industry. 

The CM.EA countries occupy the dominant place in the 

world agricultural production. There are only 9~3 per cent 

of the world population in these countries but they produce 

about 1/3 of the world agricultural produce, including 1/5 

of the world grain and meat output; about 1/3 of the world 

milk production, about 1/2 of the world sugar'beet and.potato 

output. 

At initial stages the cooperation of the CME.A countries 

in the field of agriculture was limited and rather unstable, 

being connected either with rendering help to overcome 
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temporary difficultiej of the post-war restoration of agricul-_ 

ture and elemental calamities or with the socialist reconstruc

tion of agriculture. 

After the transition of agriculture of the CMEA countries 

to the socialist path their bilateral relations became closer, t 

their cooperation was able to cover the wider scientific-techni

cal sphere, agricultural science, exchange with varieties of 

plants and breeds of animals. The f<inmdati·on was laid down 

for the development of the.multilateral branch cooperation. 

All these accomplishments-put forward the necessity to 

create within the CME.A. framework a corresponding international 

agricultural organ which would be able to activ:t-By stimulate, 

first of all by the coordination of plans of the development 

of agriculture, the extension and the deepening of mutual 

economic relations, organization of economic and scientilic -

tecbnicai cooperation in agriculture, acceleration of the 

technical progress and the increase of the labour performance 

in this branch of the material production. 

Such organ was embodied into the :Permanent Agricultural 

Commission (OMEA PC) established in 1956 in conformity with the 

decision of the VII-th session of the Council for Mutual.Eco

nomic Assistance. The OMEA PO is authorized (within its 

compel\tence) to adopt recommendations and decisions as well 

asto introduce its proposals to the consideration of CMEA 

· sessions or the CMEA Executive Committee, covering the wide 

range of problems aimed at the increase of the effici_ency of 
-

agricultural_production. 
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The Commission's important fucntion consists of the 

working out, together with the 011/IEA secretariate and basing 

on.recommendations and decisions of the Col.lilcil's· organs, of 
I 

draft multilateral agreements on economic alld scientific-tech-

nical cooperation of the CMEA col.liltries in the field of agri

culture and forestry. 

. During the period of its activity- the Commission made a 

great contribution to the organization, strengthening and 

further development of the multilateral cooperation of the 

CME.A countries in the field of agriculture. 

For example, it was already in 1958-1959 that the Commis

sion commenced its work on the co.ar.danation of separate projects 

comprising animaJ:breeding, plant breeding and so on. Activities 

were implemented for the coordination of plans for 19?6-1980 

and for the.more remote period too. 

The production of chemicals for plant protection practices 

became an object of the multilateral coordination of plans of 

the CMEA countries. The agreement on the specialization and 

cooperation of the production·of plant protection compounds 

became a part of the Coordinated Plan of multilateral integra

tion. measures (CPMIM) of the CME.A countries for 1976-1980 

approved by the XXIX-th CMEA session (19?5). 

By 1980~1985 the CMEA countries will closely approach to 
. . ~ 

the stage of the complex mechanization of principal op~rations 

in crop farming •. 

For instance, by 1985, as a resuJ.t of the introduction of 

progressive systems of machines for the cultivation. of grain 

crops, the consumption of labour ( counted per I hectare) for 

·-· - .:. . .... 
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soil tillage and sowing will decrease_ by 2-2.5 times and for 

the application of fertilizers - by 3 times as compared with 

1970. During this period the laboUJ:." consumption for the harves

ting of grain and its delivery to grain - handling installations 

will decrease by 60-70 per cent. The complete mechanization of 

the· after~harvest treatment of grain by 1980 will enable the 

CME.A. countries to decrease the labour consumpt~on for this 

operation by 8-10 times and money costs - by 3.5 times. The leveJ 

of the mechanization of operations will sharply rise in the 

production of feeding crops, sugar beet, potato. As a result of 

it by 1985 the labour consumption for the conservation of one 

ton of silage, hay or grass meal will decrease by 40-55 per 

cent as compared with 1971., 

In accordance with the Commission's recommendations the 

agreements between ministries of agriculture of the CME.A. count

ries were signed about the scientilic-technical cooperation 

making provision for establishing international coordination 

centres of these countries on different problems of agriculture. 

Particularly, in Prague such centres are established on the 

mechanization, electrilication and automatization of production 

processes as well as on the elaboration and introduction of 

~thematical methods and electronic-computer tech.Dies in 

agricultUZ"e; in Poznan (Poland) - the centre on the. discovery 

o~ new types of pesticides, elaboration.of biological and other 

pt1-ant protection methods and·the study of the effect of plant 
' on 

pfotection practices the environment; in Odessa - the coordina-
1 . 

t~on centre. on the elaboration of theoretical fundamentals of. 
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plant breeding and seed production and the breeding of high -

yielding varieties and hybrids of farm crops; in Dummersdorf 

(German Democratic Republic) - the centre on the study of 

fund?JD,en:i:7al biological problems of animal breeding and so on. 

All these centres were formed recently (in 1971-1974), never~ 

theless they.have already won the high reputation. 

The objective necessity of the closer cooperation of 

agriculture with ind:ustry, of the interbranch cooperation 

and integration manifests itself' in establish41,g, within the 

CME.A framework, not only bra.Ii.ch agencies but interbranch 

working groups as well. 

Cooperation in the field of plant breeding 

Among numerous problems of the cooperation in the field 

of crop farming the problems of plant breeding and seed 

production were considered to be of the primary importance. 

In 1959 the recommendation of the PAO of the CMEA was 

made commencing the practice of international variety trials 

of farm crops. The main purpose of these trials - to select 

high-yielding varieties with the indication of zones for 

their cultivation. The trials comprise the most productive 

varieties developed by scientists of separate countries. 

As a whole during the period of 1961-19?4 the interna- · 

tional variety trials, carried out on the planned basis, 

included a great number of new varieties and hybrids of fa.rm 

crops, among them varieties and hybrids of wheat, corn,. 

potato~ pea, sugar beet, sunflower, vegetables and perennial 

. _ plantations. For example., in 19?4 more than -560 ·experiments~. 
. . .-·· .. ~ . - .- . . . .. -; · .. 
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were carried out in all CMEA countries participating in the 

international variety trials of farm crops. 

Results of the international variety trials of f-arm crops 

were used in order to include numerous varieties int9 the na

tional state variety trials and to release them for the culti

vation in separate countries. Only during·19?1-19?3 the Soviet 

Union received above 5 thousand samples of seeds of new varietief 

from the OMEA. countries and sen~ 12 thousand samples developed 

in the USSR to these c.ountries. 

The implementation of the international experiments and 

the evaluation of commercially valuable properties of htlndreds 

of· varieties and hybrids allowed to introduce in 19?6 30? va

rieties into the agJ:"icultural production of the CME.A countries 

for growing the·m in certain agricultural zones. 

The deveiopment of the cooperation in the field. of plant 

breeding and seed production enabled the countries as early ~s. 

the beginning of the 60's to come from irregular exchanges of 

seeds and planti11g material mainly tor research purposes to the 

system of regular mut~ supplies primarily aimed at the satis

faction of production needs of the countries of the socialist 

community •. · 

The mutual exchange of varietal seeds and planting material 

enabled the OMEA countries to sow such seeds and planting mate

rial on the acreage exceeding 13.0 million hectares of arable 

· lands. During this period the most wide-spread in the CMEA 

countries proved: oats develope·d in the German Democratic Repub

.. lie, winter·:.rye of · the Poland's bre~ding, spring·, barley of the 
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Czechoslovakia's breeding as well as sllllflower a.Ild winter 

wheat varieties developed by the USSR plailt breeders. In 

accordailce with it in some countries the acreage sown with 

varietal seeds from other CME.A countries exceeded the half of 

farm lands occupied by corresponding crops, in some cases impor

ted varieties entirely replacing native ones. For example, 

Soviet sunflower varieties are cultivated in Hungary on 80 per 

cent of the acreage and in Bulgaria - on the whole country's 

acreage allotted to this crop; winter wheat of the Soviet 

·breeding occupied 88 per cent of the whole arable acreage under 

this crop in Bulgaria, 74 per cent in Hungary, 64 - in German 

Democratic Republic, 15 per cent in Poland, 87 - in Roumania 

and 77 per cent in Czechoslovakia. In Mongolia almost all 
. ~~!.,, . 

arable lands are occupied a,r varieties of the USSR breeding, 

in Germa11 Democratic Republic winter rye of the Poland's 

breeding averages 70 per cent of the rye acreage cultivated 

in this country. 

As a whole during the· observed period the CMEA countries 

introduced about 70 Soviet varieties of farm crops grown on 

more than 7 million hectares of arable lands in these countries. 

In its turn the USSR allotted extensive commercial acreages 

to varieties from other CMEA. countries. 

Great attention is paid in the USSR to the cult"ivation 

of spring barley bred in Czechoslovakia. The Soviet Union 

bought in Jugoslavija a-great bul~ of seeds of high~yielding 

corn hybrids which provide average iields at the level of 

60-80 centners per hectare. 
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The active exchange of variety seeds reflects the process 

of specialization and cooperation in this field. 

The extension of stands of riew high-yielding crops provi

ded the considerable increase of the output of crop farming 

products. For example, in Czechoslovalia wheat, bred-in the 

USSR, bas recently allowed to increase its yields by 3-5 cent-

_ners per hectare as compared with native varieties. In 1971 

native wheat varieties yielded 33.4 centners per hectare while 

Soviet varieties gave 36.4 centners, in 1972 - 29.1 and 34.3 

centners r~spectively. In 1975>considering these results, the 

CMEA countries sigb:ad the Agreement on the multilateral specia

liaation of the production of varietal seeds and planting ma

terial. of farm crops which made provision for the specializa

tion of each country in this fi.eld. 

According to this document the Soviet Union specializes 

in the production of varietal and hybrid seeds of winter wheat, 

corn,pea, sw::iflower, hemp for the primary seed production, 

varietal seeds of dm-um wheat, oat and millet; German Democra

tic Repub_lic - in the production and deli very of spring barley 

seeds; Poland - sugar beet and winter rye seeds; Roumania -

grape cuttings and so on. The adopt~d specialization gives 

the CMEA. countries a signilicant economic outcome in this field. 

Cooperation in the field of animal farming 

and veterinary practices/·.~ 

At the early stages of the CMEA activities the cooperation 

of the-· countries in the field of animal. farming came mainly 

· ,. i;o the':-mutual exchange of il:l:f ormation o:ri.:, ·ci±fferent branches · · 
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and aspects of animal farming and to sending specialists, 

on the bilateral basis, for the study of the advanced expe

rience, including technology and organization of the pedigree 

work and the improvement of the veterinary service of animals. 

However, at later stages it turned to be directed to the imple

mentation of joint efforts aimed at the further intensification 

of that branch. 

In particular, the designing and the selection of the 

best construction projects was performed to produce animal 

products by industrial methods; the paths were outlined for 

the satisfaction of the requirements of the animal farming 

for feed additives; the possibilities were looked for and 

found out to satisfy import needs of the CMEA countries in 

pedigree animals, poultry a.Ild semen of highly valuab~e sires 

mainly on the basis of mutual supplies. 

Among construction projects 23 were recommended for the 

introduction in the CMEA countries, their authors are: for 

milk production - Hungary, German Democratic Republic, Rouma

nia and USSR; for beef production - Bulgaria, German Democra-. 

tic Republic, USSR; for pork production - Bulgaria, Hungary, 

German Democratic Republic, USSR, Czechoslovakia; for broiler 

prodllction - Bulgaria, Hungary, German Democratic Repubiic, 

USSR and for egg production - USSR and Czechoslovakia. 

Mutual deliveries of pedigree animals, poultry anci semen 

o:f highly valuable bull sires became of gr·eat importan:ce 

within the cooperation framework too. Volumes of the mutual 

.. - -.- .. - .. - . 
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exchange for these items are constantly growing up. 

The CMEA coUlltries received from the USSR cattle, inclu

ding K.rasnaya S tepnaya and Kostromskaya breeds and also sheep 

of Askan1y.skaya~ Stavropolskaya, Shubnaya Romanovskaya and 

other breeds which are iil great dema.Dd in the international 

market, 

In its turn the USSR imports from German Democratic Re-

pubiic the high productive black-pied cattle (cows of this 

breed yield 5-6 thousand kilograms of milk with the butterfat 

content averaging 4.5 per cent aIUlually) as well as sheep 

which combine such qualities as high mutton productivity and 

high yields of the fine-fleece wool. Pedigree swines of the :bmr 

feeder t;ype and chickens prior to 18 weeks of age are imported 

from Hungary, 

The mutual exchange, within the community favourab1J· a:ffec

ted the further development of animal farming and the increase 

· of its productivity. At the same time it served as a necessary 

foundation of the development of the .international division 

of labour and the systematization of the cooperation in this 

field. In German Democratic Republic)for example, there are 

great -achievements in the development of the pedigree dairy 

farming 1in Hungary - in the field of pedigree swine breeding, 

in the USSR - in sheep breeding and so on. In conformity to 

the s:pecializa:t ion implemented within the c:MEA J German Democra

tic Republic turned to be the principal supplier of the CMEA 

countries ~ith highly-:-valuable pe~gree cattle, H!,l.Ugary -

swines, the USSR - sheep and so Olil. The mutually·:sup:plied 
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pUl.'ebred animals are efficiently used for the development of 

the national pedigree -a.D.imal breeding. 

The cooperation in the animal farming does not develop 

only along the above mentioned lines. The joint efforts of. 

specialists of. the countries of the socialist community allowed 
-

to discover and sum up·presently used and the most progressiye 

systems of the maintenance of animals and poultry, the most 

efficient methods of labour management. Different feeding rations 

and receipts of feeds, technological regimes of their processing 

and the feeding of animals are worked out and tested. For a 

number of years the countries are cooperating in the field of 

the mutual supply of machines and equipment for the mechani

zation of operations in animal farming, poultry keeping and 
' 

:f'.eed production. For example, in these branches the USSR uses 

milking apparatus and milkers of the "Impulse" typ'8, self-pro

pelled mowers - crushers, salf-propelled·fiel~ forage choppers, 

cutters - loaders of the cutlift type produced in German Democ

ratic Republic, tower siloes for haylage, milkers of the pipe

line type from Czechoslovakia, mowers-choppers for green feeds 

and feed grinders from Bulgaria, aggregates for the ~ass meal 

processing, milk cooling - storage tanks from Poland. In exchan

ge the CMEA countries receive incubators, cage batteries for 

poultry from the USSR. b~a~ 

It should be noted/4he transition to :imdustrial methods 

in the aniIIJl4. farming not only requires the high conformity of 

technical means and technological regimes to biological proper-
,, .. _ 

ties· of· animals ·but at the same _time makes animal breeders face 

llflw,-requirements i"n the field 'o:e genetics; puts forward'.'& new 
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objective - to breed animals more adapted for the efficient 

use of new technics and technology. All these facts, taken 

together, mean the appearance of new, more complex objectives 

of the cooperation in the field of animal breeding, machine 

building for animal farming and feed production. 

The great joint work is carried out in the field of the 

animal health. The.international cooperation in veterinary 

practices covers_ a wide range of problems. The agreements were 

signed on the multilateral international specialization and 

cooperation in the production of veterinary preparations between 

Bulgaria, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland and the USSR (March, 1973), 

on the organization of centres of the study of methods of the 

control of the most harmful diseases of farm animals and 

poultry, on the establishment, financing and use of the common 

CMEA. reserve of the AZIYA-I antiaphthous (foot-and-mouth di

sease) vaccine. 

Cooperation in the field of. agricultural 

mechanization 

Due to the transition to the industrialization of agricul

ture cooperation in the field of the mechanization of this 

branch acquires special importance and becomes more and more 

many-sided. 

-,.". .. The cooperation in the field of mechanization enables 

the CME.A countries, spending less·. efforts and re sours es, to 

equip their agriculture with improved agricultural machines: 

·- .. -and implements which are more_ efficient with regard to their 

technical~~cd_nomic characteristics0 )U1d which co~orm. to· the 

best world models • 

. -· .. -· : . .... ---------- - ··- ------
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The fact that the USSR made his scientific-technical 

documentation on many models. of the agricultural machinery 

available to fraternal countries stimulated the progress of 

the agricultural machine building there. 

Together With the supply of the technical documentation 

and production technologies and due to the creation and deve-
~ 

lopment of agricultural machine building branchef? the CMEA 

countries extended.their mutual exchange of mechanical means of 

production for agriculture. 

Presently in separate countries the imported machinery 

constitutes a considerable part of machines used in agricul

ture. 

Huiigaz-y imports about ?O per cent of the agricultural 

machinery which this country needs. !n this country 40 per cent 

of tractors and 98 per cent of grain combine harvesters are 

machines b:uilt in the USSR. In its turn about 28 per cent of 
-

·_ the agr.-icultural machinery produced by Hungary is exported. 

The Mongolian agricult:µre is completely ·equipped with the 

machinery imported from the USSR. In German Democratic Republic 

one fourth of all tractors in agriculture and more than one 

third of machines used for reclamation are delivered by the 

Soviet Union. The percentage of the imported machinery is high 

in the agriculture of Czechoslovakia, Cuba. 

The muJ.tilateral agreement was signed on the specializa

_tion and·production cooperation in the field of the tractor and 

agricultural machine building • 

. . ------ ------' . 
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Some countries became a kind of "monopolists0 in the production 

of separate types of machinery or systems of machines. For 

example, Poland, cooperating with the USSR, organized the proe:Qe 

duction of ai:t"planes for·the agricultural aviation which pre

conditioned the country's specialization within the CMEA. in 

this kind of production. Poland is the greatest world producer 

of them. At the present time, basing on the joint design work 

of Soviet and Polish airdra.ft constructors, Poland· has maste

red the productio~ of entirely new jet airplanes of the M-15 

type to satis~y needs of agriculture of the socialist countries, 

Another example is furnished by Czechoslovakia which is 

the principal producer and exporter of hop and which hasbom-
J 

menced the manu:f'acture of machines for the cultivation of this 

crop. 

The transition to the wide industrialization of agricul

ture will undoubtedly increase the dependence of the community• f 

countries on mutual supplies of the agricultural machinery. 

Some types of machines were ~topped to be manufactured because 

of the extension of the cooperation and mutual exchange • 
• 

The USSR and Bulgaria, which earl~½imultaneously produced 

T54B tractors used in grapeyards and orchards agreed that Bul

garia should specialize in the production of this model of 

tractors and will extend it to the level which can satisfy 

needs of both countries .in these machines~ Hungary stopped the 

productioil of grain combine harv.esters which this country pro

duced at the 50' s and. 60 1 s in a sIDa.11 number (presently the 

production of combine harvesters of this type is concentrated 
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in the USSR, Poland and Roumania),Bulgaria stopped producing 

self-propelled chassis the output of which did not exceed 

one thousand. 

The deepening of the specialization in the agricultural., 

machine building is accompanied with the development of the 

interstat~ _cooperation in the design and manu:facture of machi

nery. 

On fields of the Soviet Union tests were _carried out of 

new self-propelled corn combine harvesters "KSKrr-6" created by 

designers of four countries (Bulgaria, Hungary, USSR and 

Czechoslovakia) these machines being able to harvest 25 hectars 

of grain corn during a working shift. 

The conveyer line for the processing of grass seeds created 

by joint efforts of scientists-and engineers of the USSR and 

German Democratic Repu~lic allows to decrease the labour con

sumption by 6 t'imes and operational costs (calculated per I ton 

of seeds) by 2, times a_s compared with the formerly used tecbnics 

The sugar beet combine harvester KC-6 jointly designed by 

the- USSR, German Democratic Republic and B ulgaria may be also 

mentioned as an example of the cooperation in the improvement 

of the quality of the machinery. 

The cooperation in the production of combine harvesters 

is also being carried out between the Hupgarian trust of agri~ 

cul:tural machines and the "Fortschrittn enterprise in German 
.. ; ·~ -- ; .. : 

Democratic Republic. 
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The cooperation is growing apace in the production of 

agricultural machines between the Bulgarian organization 11Agro

maehina" and the "Zbroyov~" enterprise in Czechoslovakia. 

Especially developed is the cooperation of the .criIBA count

ries in the production of tractors. 

In accordance· with the decision of the Permanent Commission 

the International machinery system (I1.IB) for the complex mechani

zation of agriculture and forestry was worked out within the 

CME.A ~ramework and is being supplemented in con:formity to new 

technical requirements. 

The CME.A countries worke~ out prognoses of the development 

of the mechanization of agriculture and forestry for the period 

till 1985. 

The establishment of "Agromash" - International organiza

tion for the design of the-system of machines and the speciali= 

zation in the production of means of mechanization for vegetable 

fanning, horticulture and grape growing was an important result 

of the cooperation_ in the field of mechanization, the necessary 

premise for its further progress, the organization being pre~ 

sently represented by such countries· as Bulgaria. Hungary., G·- er

man Democratic Republic~ USSR and Poland. 
. . . . 

W-ithin the "Agromash•t system there were worked out, appro

ved by the countries and recommended for the introduction: the 

progressive technology of the, cultivation of tomato, carrot, 

grape, pepper, the growing of transplants, the cultivation of 
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cucumbers and green pea. There were designed, tested and 

approved for the manu:facture: machines for tomato harvesting 

of the USSR design and production; for grape harvesting -

designed and produced in Bulgaria, cucumbers and green pea -

in H·u~gary, carrot - in German Democratic Republic~ for crop

ping fruits by shaking - in the USSR and Bulgaria, the set of 

machines for the preparation and tillage of soil, sowing, plan

ting and cultivation of vegetable crops - designed and manufac

tured· in Hungary and so on. 

In the near future the "Agromash" activities will comprise 

the whole production cycle in its sphere - from research, de-
. . 

sign and manufacturing to the marketing of the final produce, 

so it will completely come to the functioning as the interna

tional economic organization - a new form of the international · 

cooperation conforming to principal statements of the Compre

hensive· Program of the socialist economic integration of the 

CMEA countries. 

Cooperation in the field ot' agricultural chemization 

The cooperation in t~e field of _agricultural chemization 

and primarily in the suppiy of_ agriculture with mineral ferti

lizers, which occupy-the principal place among chemical means 

of the production in this branch~: is of special importance 

for the rise of agriculture in the CMEA countries. Reserves 

of the raw material for the production of separate kinds of 

mineral fertilizers in the USSR and German Democra_tic Republic 
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significantly exceed domestic needs of these countries. 

Great reserves of potassium salts are available only in the 

USSR·.r and German Deniocra tic Republic, these reserves also excee

ding their domestic demand (the output of potassium salts in 

these two countries averages 40 per cent of the world's pro

duct"ion). At the same time Hfungary~ t'oland must import defi

cient amounts of potassium fertilizers mainly from the USSR and 

German Democratic Republic while Czechoslovakia produces potas-

sium fertilizers~ which constitute a small portion of their 

import, but uses imported raw materials. 

All the European CMEA countries-~ except the USSR~ have no 

reserves of _phosphorus - containing raw materials and the 

significantly increased production of phosphoru~ fertilizers 

in these countries is greatly based on the.foreign trade deli

very- of the raw ma~rial from the USSR. Sulphur, which is 

necessary for the production of phosphorus fertilizers, is 

concentrated on the territory of Poland and the USSR. After 

the transition to the new_raw material base the natural gas 

turned to be the main basic product for nitrogenous fertilizers. 

It means that their production in most C~A countries depends 

on the supply of these prod~cts from the USSR posses~ing oil 

and gas deposits. 

The combine enterprise for the excavation of potassium 

salts in Zilitz (G erman Democratic Republic), put into the 

operation in I974~ may serve as an example of the cooperation 
.. . 

• ' -.in, this:'·field~ its pe~ormance c~pacity -,-- 900 thousand tons 
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is more than one fourth of the excavation of potassium s·alts 

in the whole country - the third world's producer of them · 

after the USSR and Canada.. The USSR, Poland, Czechoslovakia 

took. an active part in the projecting and construction· of this 

combine. Research institutes of the USSR and G erman Democratic 

Republic carried out joint studies and prospect-ion surveys, 

designed the mining equipment. Polish designers projected· puri

fying installations while Polish and Czechoslovakian workers 
. -

built up the thermal electric power station, laid down side

tracks, adjusted the equipment. As a result of the :fruitful 

cooperation the combine was put. into the op~ration a year 

earlier than it had been planned. The products of this combine 

enterprise are used not only in German Democratic Republic but 
- . . 

- are sent-to other CMEA countries - Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, 

Czechoslovakia. 

Pola~d andcrzechoslovakia invested money in the construc

tion of mines for the excavation of potassium salts in Soli-
- . - -

gorsk (USSR). The US.SR supply~- for example~ enabled Poland to 

sa~isfy about 60 per cent o:f the country's recent requirements 

for potassium fertilizers. 

It was by joint efforts of H" ulgaria, Hungary, USSR and 

Czechoslovakia that the second stage.of the "Ehosphoriten com

bine for the production o:f granulated ammophos was errected 

_ near Xing:i.sepp~ (USSR) • 

i, he ~nterna.tional coordination centre on the· problems· of 

_ -_·.·agriculturai chemization established in1973 in ·Leipzig (German 
.... -.. . . '• - . .., 
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Democratic Republic) is to play a great role in the coordina

tion of research on agricultural chemization~ in working out 

certain practical measures in this field in the Ctm.A countries. 

Not only the production of mineral fertilizers in ext.ended 

on the cooperation basis but the progressive technology of the 

transportation~ storage and application of mineral fertilizers· 

is worked out and introduced too to he·used in conformity with 

the local conditions of each country • 

. The development of plant protection practices to control 

pests and diseases is another important trend of the coopera

tion in the field of chemization. An essential contribution to 
• the solution of these problems was made by the Coordinateol\.t 

centre on plant protection problems (Poznan~ Poland). 

The problem of the decrease of the dependence of the 

community's countries on ·the supply of pesticides from capita-
-

list countries is being solved on the multilateral basis tooq 

The c·omprehensive Program makes prov~sion for the satisfaction 

of needs of agriculture of the CMEA countries in mineral ferti

lizers and plant protection chemicals both by the total volume 

and by the assortment by I980-I985. 

The Permanent Commi~~ion on the chemical industry together 

with the "Interchim" organization has already worked out the 

· prospect program in th~s field. While it was compiled the great 

attention was paid to the assortment of produced preparations~ 

According to this program the assortment of plant protection 
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compotmds, processed within the "Interchim" system, will 

increase from ?6 in 19?3 to 138 trade names in 1980, i.e. it. 

will become almost double as compared wi~h 1973. The production 

of 102 kinds of products will be based on specialization a.Ild mmn: 

mutual supplies of the countries. 

In accordance with the necessity of the considerable 

increase of the production of ~crobiological products and in 

addition to plans for the current five-year plan period, the 

CMEA countries have worked out prospect (for 1980-1990) trends 

of the development of the microbiological industrr which will 

allow to satisfy more fully the demand for microbiological 

products. 

It is already by 1980 that the construction is planned of 

· works for the production of 300 thousand tons of· feeding yeasts 

from pUI.'ified oil paraffins and also for the processing of 

methioni.ne, lysine and vitamins A and E. 

The joint production of feeding protein is co.nsidered to 

be of special importance. 

Cooperatio.n in the field of reclamation and irrigation 

The complex pf problems of the development of reclamation 
'• . 

as well as measUI.'es for their solution which must be and can 

be carried out by joint efforts of the CMEA countries within 

the next 10-15 years is outlined by the Comprehensive Program· 

of the socialist economic integration. 

The impleme.ntation of joint measures aimed a:b the intro

. duction of_· scientific-te~hnical achiev~ments; complex mechani-

_- -~-ati~n' aii~--i.ii~omatiz~~-i6ri:?~f t~e de.sign', con,ifuction and -
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operation of reclamative systems; at the establishment of 

industrial-bases of reclamation; application of new building 
. . 

materials and highly efficient .methods of the irrigation and 

drainage of lands - such are the most important objectives 

of the integration in the field of reclamation. 

In October, 19?2 the Permanent.Agricultural Commission 

approved the prognosis of the development of reclamation in 

the CMEA countries for the period till 1985 and suggestions 

concerning the possibility of the joint construction of new 

irrigation systems by interested countries. 

The CMEA countries have accumulated a certain experience 

of the production - economic cooperation in the field of recla

mation. It was already in the e:o.d of the eo• s that the Euro-
. JtJl#,t cvafez. 'lc.crt~AIJ "1o'ltU c.i. 

pean CMEA coun~ries undertookyrrontier regions. 

For example, since 1969, Poland, USSR, German Democra

tic Republic and Czrchoslovakia extended their cooperation in 

the construction of hydroreclamative objects. In addition to 

works aimed at preventing floods in zonea· of frontier rivers 

they began to perform more widely the joint construction of 

water reservoirs, canals, the implementation of other recla

mation projects covering the whole agricultural complexes of 

frontier zones. 

· The section of the Comprehensive Program of the economic 

integration of the CME.A. countries,· which deals with the deve

lopment of the cooperation in the field of water economy, 

makes special.prevision ~or measures of the multilateral coope

.:,. .. • ration o:f .fraternal countries in the Danube . and T.isa basins., 
. . :.- .,:.: >-

·.:·-, - . 
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The cooperation between Poland and the USSR aimed at the 

regulation of the wate~ regime on vast territories along fron

tiers of both countries becomes even closer. 

At the present time the international group of specialists 

is.formed within the CMEA activities on the organization of 

automatic irrigation systems. The projects were worked out on 

the four-sided basis (Bulgaria, USSR, German Democratic Repub

lic · and Hungary) of the automatic pumping station and the 

equipment for the utilization of farmyard manure with irriga

tion waters; schemes were plotted of the complete automatisa

tion of semi-stationary and stationary irrigation systems with 

the use of the up-to-date mobile alld stationary overhead irri

gation tecbnics produced in the CMEA countries and so on. 

At the 1present time, within the Permanent Agricultural 

Commission activities, requirements are worked out for machines 
. 

and equipmen~ for the cultivation, protection, harvesting, 

transportation and storage of high-protein feeding crops. 

The technology of the production of compound feeds was discus

sed and ~eeds of the countries in essential equipment and 

machines were summed up. The requirements are defined for tecbno, 

logical processes at model plants praducing compound feeds, 

meat and bone meal, for the pelletting and granulation of 

mixed balanced feeds and constructions for their storage, 

The meeting of specialists in 1977 approved new technologies 

for the extraction of the cellula.r-jUice from green plants and 

its pro9essing into high-protein concentrates (the VEFEKS system) 
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liquid conservation additives in the process of the storage 

and production of liquid pulp. The "Requirements for store-· 

houses for miberal fertilizers recommended for the use in the 

CMEA countries at the peri9d after 1980" were worked out and 

approved. 

In 1977 the Agreement was signed on the multilateral inter

~ational specialization and mutual use of genofunds of the 

cattle of black-pied breeds. 

The fust international contest of sheep shearers of the 

CMEA countries was organized in the USSR in 1977. At the 18-th 

meeting of the permanent working group on animal farming the 

documentation on long-term purposeful programs of the coopera

tion in the field of animal farming was worked out and submit

ted to the Commission. The International control-test poultry 

station (ICTPS) continued its work. 

The cooperation in the field ·of veterinary practices was 

actively implemented basing on the signed agreements. 

In the field of mechanization some sections of the Inter

national machinery system for the complex mechanization of 

agriculture (IMS) were revised. The agreement was worked out 

and signed on the multilateral international specialization 

. and cooperation in man~acturing equipment for the repair and :tE: 

technical service of agricultural machinery. 

The third international competition of machine mperators -

ploughmen of the CMEA colllltries was held. 

In the field of reclamation the Commission activity was 
aimed·at the working out of agroteclm.ical requirements for 
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constructions made of polymer materials and technologie~ of their 

use in construction. 

In the field of forest economy the summary data were compil_ed 

on different problems of the forestry management. The work on the 

problems of specialization and cooperation in the production off 

· forest economy machinery went on. 

Problems of the international cooperation of the CMEA count

ries were also discussed at the last meeting of the session of 

the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance in June of 1978 in 

Bucharest. 

The current 48-th meeting of the CMEA Permanent Agricultural 
( 

Commission held from the 10-th to 15-th of July,1978 in Brno 

discussed problems of the coordination of plans of the peoplE!s 

economy of the C~A countries in the field of agriculture for 

1981-1985; it also summed up the experience of the CMEA countries 

in the specialization and concentration of agricultural production 

o~ the basis of the interfarm cooperation and agro-industrial 

integration. It is planned to establish the Scienti:r.ic-production 

counci1 for the interfa.ED. cooperation and agro-industrial inte-
, .. 

gration of the CMEA countries as a Commission: s permanent working 

organ. 


